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Abstract

In this document, we summarize the initial processing of the raw text, provided to
us by ProQuest. The main components of this step are to retrieve document metadata,
to remove markup from the newspaper text, and to perform an initial spell-check of
the text.

The underlying text from which our database is constructed was provided to us by Pro-
Quest. The text was produced via a OCR (Optical Character Recognition) conversion of
scanned images of previously published editions of the Boston Globe, New York Times, and
Wall Street Journal. The original data were published in 1960 to 1983 for the Boston Globe,
1940 to 2000 for the New York Times, and 1940 to 1998 for the Wall Street Journal.

Figure 1 presents the unprocessed text and some of the associated metadata, as provided
to us by ProQuest. Figure 2 contains the same page of ads, having removed the superfluous
markup, combining hyphenated words across subsequent lines, and performing a preliminary
spell check. The first few fields within Figure 1 characterize the newspaper, the date of
publication, and the record type and title. The record type and title indicate that Figure
1 represents the 45th page of classified ads in the September 12 edition of the Wall Street
Journal. The final field contains the text of this page of classified ads. This page contains
a single set of ads, posted by the Singer Corporation, for three separate positions: for an
Electromechanical Engineer, for an Electronic or Mechanical Engineer, and for a Designer
Specialist. We store the publication date and publisher, the record title, and the text.
(Newspaper Ads could be advertising not only for open jobs, but also for other types of
products or transactions. In the “LDA Model to Identify Job Ads” document, we specify
our procedure to separate job ads from other types of ads.)

First, we must remove any of the xml markup present in this ad. In particular, we make
the following substitutions: replace “&amp;quot;” with a quotation, replace “&amp;apos;”
with an apostrophe, replace “&amp;” with an ampersand, and delete “&amp;”, “&lt;”, and
“&gt;”. The entire pattern “&amp;lt;/p&amp;gt;” denotes a line break. When a word
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Figure 1: Raw Text and Markup: September 12, 1978 Wall Street Journal, Classified Ad
#45

Notes: To fit this figure on a single page, we have excised some of the metadata. The triple dot, “...”, indicates
the point at which this excision occurs.
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Figure 2: Cleaned Text: September 12, 1978 Wall Street Journal, Classified Ad #45

Notes: A “\n” refers to a line a break.

appears with a piece of punctuation within a space, we include a separating space. (The
reason for this last substitution is to make it such that an individual word uniquely defines
a token. Otherwise, for example, “word” and “word!” would be identified as unique tokens.)

Second, we combine words which appear on two subsequent lines, separated by a hyphen.
There are many such words due to the formatting of newspaper job ads in short columns
of text. For example, in Figure 1, “de-” and “bugging” are on two subsequent lines. Our
procedure searches for a hyphen at the end of a line, checks whether either of the two words
which straddle a line are misspelled, and if the combined words are correctly spelled. If so,
we concatenate the two hyphenated words. This procedure similarly replaces “mandato-”
“ry” with “mandatory.”

Third, we perform a spell check to undo any transcription errors induced by the OCR
procedure. Our spell checker replaces “WORL” with “world,” “Ezperience” with “experi-
ence.”

In other cases, our spell checker was unable to correct the transcription error: “6 eara
experience” should probably be changed replaced by “6 year experience,” rather than “6
ear experience,” while “atmlar products” should be replaced by “similar.” We record the
fraction of words which are incorrectly spelled. Eventually, after performing the procedures
to determine which pages of ads represent job ads, to determine the boundaries between
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individual job ads, and to identify the job title of each ad, we will exclude advertisements if
the fraction of correctly spelled words is above a certain threshold, 35 percent.
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